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Recent growing trend of cloud adoption and new agile business needs of enterprise have 

led to transform their legacy systems to more modern architecture styles. Microservice 

architecture has become a popular choice to them and adopted widely in cloud platform. 

Microservice architecture fills the gap of both monolithic architecture and service-oriented 

architecture and gives a modern way to solve the issues of agile business needs. In this 

thesis, the author presents practical transition of web services from service-oriented 

architecture to microservice architecture. Based on the design science research approach, 

this thesis contributes an artifact along with the implementation process and workflow of 

the transition project. Furthermore, the thesis evaluates the result of transitioned web 

service with agility, reliability, scalability, performance, and the cost.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the research domain. Then the research questions and 

its expected outcomes are discussed. The last section presents the phases of research and the 

outline of the thesis organization. 

 
1.1 Background 
 
 There is noticeable pressure for the businesses and organizations to respond quickly to 

business changes with an agile business process. Customer and business needs are changing 

more rapidly due to competitive market trends [1]. The ongoing frequent changes and 

improvements in the services are accelerating [2]. The directions of the business in the 

market place are very competitive: providing new features and services to customers ahead 

of their competitors is vital to sustaining in the market.  These demands the organization to 

create software services that are available 24/7, scale automatically as demand, and resilient 

to change [3]. Also, the recent drift is to shorten the software delivery cycle [1] and releasing 

the new software services within hours or a daily basis to meet the business and customer 

needs. Hence, modern software architecture practices and a new way of software service 

development and deployment are required and need to be adopted.  

 

Initially, software applications are designed and developed with Monolithic Architecture 

(MA) style, where all the user interface, business logic, and database logic implemented 

within one single design. All these services deployed and execute a single unit [4]. There is 

no possible way to practice agile development and delivery methodologies in it [5]. It is 

tough to cater and allocate the resources in advance for the individual services in one 

platform [4].  The MA applications are quite unstable. The failure of a single service downs 

the entire system, which is not acceptable for any business or service provider. MA is now 

struggling to fulfil the expectation of both customers and the business needs [3]. The current 

context of software service development is quite different from the old way of developing 

all functions as a single software system [6]. The services are produced as a separate service 

and communicated through the network. 

 

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) has bought a fundamental shift to deliver how the way 

distributed software services are developed and deployed [2][7][8]. Since starting in 2003, 
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SOA has become the famous architecture for enterprise software applications [7]. SOA is 

typically systems of systems to create business functions as a single composite application. 

The composite application created by orchestrating loosely coupled service components and 

encapsulation [2][9]. Moreover, they communicated through the different nodes and 

message passing routes, which are also called Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [1]. The services 

can be easily combined and distributed across enterprises [10].  SOA helps enterprises to 

reuse their existing software application to deliver business value by providing 

interoperability between their heterogeneous applications and technologies [11]. SOA 

provides a foundation for the internet-scale distributed applications [12]. SOA addresses 

integration, reusability, elimination of redundant systems [7]. 

 

SOA promise to benefits enterprise vendors to deliver their application services over the 

internet as a distributed service to meet their business needs [7]. However, it also opens many 

challenges and problems. There are many challenges behind the SOA approach: building a 

successful SOA solution is quite complex. There are no universal standards and 

specifications on how the SOA applications are developed [8] [13]. Also, integrating 

multiple vendor's business components with various technologies is complex [8]. SOA 

services connected with multi-point services, which create multi-points of failure [9]. It has 

a reliability issue for each point. Optimizing SOA is expensive [9]. It requires extra work: 

development, design, and infrastructure. SOA messaging format Extensible Markup 

language (XML) is not efficient enough, which increases processing overhead and latency 

[9]. The centralized governance of SOA architecture and integration mechanism becomes a 

bottleneck to scale up [8]. It is difficult to determine whether it is service itself or a 

centralized integration platform. The services bind all in a single general context through the 

integration level that leads SOA services into one monolithic platform regarding the 

deployment [8]. The backbone for the SOA integration platform: ESB has loads of 

complexity to setup centralized governance [8]. Also, the centralized administration of SOA 

leads to conservatism and limitation on individual service evolution [8], which hindrance the 

agile way of service development. Hence, due to the above challenges and problems of MA 

and SOA, the IT industry needs to shift its legacy services delivery to new and modern 

architecture. 
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Software architecture emerges with the new paradigm shifts in the technology landscape to 

resolve the old way of software building. Today, the way to build software systems are 

relatively fast and reliable [5].  Over the past few years, Microservice Architecture (MSA) 

has become one of the popular architectural styles [5]. It has become an essential architecture 

trend using rapidly for enterprises [14][4]. It emphasizes the software application to build 

highly scalable, maintainable, reliable, and fast in every aspect of design and development 

[4][5]. Netflix, Amazon, The Guardian are the few examples of companies who adopted 

MSA. Besides, they migrated their services from traditional monolithic or SOA to MSA 

[14]. It is a widely adopted architecture style [5] that allow software companies to respond 

rapidly to the demands of the business and the expectation of the customer [15].  

 

Similarly, cloud computing has also become popular and adopted by many enterprises [16] 

[13]. It has changed the digital information system from the way how we access, store, and 

share information [17]. Cloud computing promotes agility, scalability, and reliability from 

all aspects of the software system [9] [17] [18].  It enhances the software organization to use 

cloud services by providing on-demand resources.  Cloud computing underlying platform 

itself is MSA [3]. Adopting the cloud platform benefits MSA services to use all the 

underlying services it provides [3].  

 

1.2 Problem definition 
 
1.2.1 Research motivation 
 
MSA has become one of the most famous and adopted architectural styles in the market [5]. 

It is widely adopted and used by many vendors. Most enterprises are migrating their existing 

legacy application to MSA [4][5].  The MSA allows software systems to be build as 

independent, autonomous services, loosely coupled, fast and reliable way [5]. The most 

significant benefits of the MSA: scalability of the application and the agile way of 

development. It fulfils the current demands of business and customer needs, as mentioned in 

the background section. However, there is still not enough research on the practical 

migration of the legacy platform to MSA as well as adopting a cloud platform. It is worth 

mentioning that there is a lack of research in this area. Every new project with MSA and 

cloud computing has a risk of how the services are developed or migrated from the legacy 
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platform. Even though MSA promises many benefits over the MA and SOA, it is still unclear 

how software industries have been using it for their business needs.   

 

1.2.2 Research questions and expected outcomes 
 

The research motivation and challenges lead to define the following three research questions 

and their objectives. 

 

Table 1. Research questions and objectives 

Research questions Research objectives 

RQ1. What are the primary characteristics 

of SOA, MSA and cloud computing along 

with its benefits and limitations? 

1a. To identify the main element of SOA, 

MSA and their pros and cons. 

2b. To determine the cloud computing 

platform and serverless approach. 

RQ2. How does the transition of web 

services are carried out from SOA to MSA? 

2. To develop a practical approach to create 

artifacts. 

RQ3.  How well does the implemented web 

services in MSA meet the company 

expectation? 

 

3. Evaluate the solution. 

 

The expected outputs of this research will be the transition of web services from a legacy 

platform to modern architecture MSA. The result includes the implementation of web 

services in the cloud platform with MSA architecture design. The thesis also emphasizes 

development practices used in the project. The thesis used DSR research approach to frame 

the artifact delivery. The first focus of the thesis is to do a literature review related to the 

research domain. Second, it relates to the building of the solution for the problem domain. 

The third phase emphasizes the evaluation of the developed artifact.   

 

The case studied in the thesis is the case requirement to migrate Oracle Service Bus (OSB) 

SOA web enterprise services to MSA with Serverless computing without modifying the 

functionality of services. The practical development approach in the cloud platform will be 

explored. The primary purpose of the thesis is how to successfully migrate legacy platform 
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web services form SOA to MSA with the best practice of Serverless computing. Also, to 

evaluate it based on the previous solutions. 

 

The scope of the thesis will be limited to a single client project and Amazon Web Services 

(AWS) cloud platform provider. The project details information and features of the services 

classified. However, the purposed architecture design and the implementation of web 

services and development practices will be shown sufficiently and discussed in detail.   

 

1.3 Research approach 
 
This section explains the general research plan and phases of research. The second section 

defines the structure of the thesis. 

 
1.3.1 Phases of research 
 

The thesis aims to create an artifact, which solves the specific problem mentioned in the 

background section. There are many methods and research approach to achieve it. However, 

Design Science Research (DSR) seems appropriate in this context. According to Alan 

Henver [19], design science research is: "Fundamentally a problem-solving paradigm whose 

end goal is to produce an artifact which must be built and then evaluated." DSR research 

paradigm is proactive to the technology: It focuses on creating an innovative artifact that 

enables an organization to address their relative problem by evaluating it [19]. Also, the 

focus of DSR not only to build the artifact but to provide a simplistic view of people and 

organizational contexts in which design artifacts must function [19]. Figure 1 presents the 

DSR conceptual framework for understanding, executing, and evaluating the research. 
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Figure 1. Design science research conceptual framework [19] 

 
 Based on the DSR framework, the thesis identifies the relevance problem of Service-

Oriented architecture. The thesis starts with the literature review to understand the 

architecture of SOA, MSA, and Cloud computing with the serverless approach. The 

literature review assists in understanding the current state of those architecture and its pros, 

cons, and challenges. DSR is addressed through the building and evaluation of artifacts. 

Accordingly, artifact is designed based on the SOA problems. The purpose artifact is used 

to implement the solution. In the evaluation process, the result of built solution compares 

with the various utility to meet the identified business need. The result of the evaluation 

discussed to justify the research.  

 

To simplify research is divided into four phases as shown in the below table 2.  
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Table 2. Phases of research, research process and objectives 

Phases of research Research process Objectives 

Problem Relevance • Do a literature review 

• Identify the relevance problem  

RQ1 

Build • Define objectives 

• Design & Architecture 

• Implement  

RQ2 

Evaluate  • Compare with SOA implementation: 

Agility, Reliability & Scalability, 

Performance and Cost 

RQ3 

Justify • Do empirical study  

• Conclusion 

RQ1, RQ2, 

RQ3 

 
 

1.3.2 Structure of the Thesis 
 
 
Chapter 1 begins with an introduction. It shortly explains the background of the thesis topic, 

including research question and expected outcomes and different phases of research. 

 

Chapter 2 covers the literature review related to the research domain Web Services, SOA, 

MSA, Cloud Computing, and Serverless computing in more detail.    

 

Chapter 3 introduces the case used in the project. It describes the problems, requirements, 

present architecture design process and implementation workflow. Additionally, it discusses 

the challenges of adopted solutions.  

 

Chapter 4 evaluates the result. It shows the agility, reliability, scalability, performance and 

cost calculation of the purposed solution. 

 

Chapter 5 explains the overall conclusion of the thesis. 

 

Chapter 6 explains the limitation of the research and suggests possible future work.  
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter provides literature review of the domains: web service, service-oriented 

architecture, microservice architecture and cloud computing along with serverless 

computing. All the relevant architectures, characteristics, benefits, and limitation explained 

in detail. This chapter will mainly answer the research question: 

 

RQ1. What are the primary characteristics of SOA, MSA and cloud computing along with 

its benefits and limitations? 

 
2.1 Web services 
 
2.1.1 Towards web services  
 
Tim Berners-Lee [20] claimed web services as one of the hot new technologies in 2001-2. It 

helps understand various ways based on the organization requirements and different 

expectation. At that time, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and XML were well used set 

of protocols which support the web and well understood and used for reliable transmission. 

However, there was missing remote operation and connection of various software systems. 

The vendors of software organization were in need of interoperable, trusted environments 

between systems with accountability [20] to connect their system to other systems. Hence, 

to fulfil these needs the web services are established [20] and defined by the World Wide 

Web Consortium (W3C).  

 
W3C Working Group defines web service as: “A Web service is a software system designed 

to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface 

described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with 

the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, typically 

conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related 

standards.”  [21] 

 
The use of web services has expanded rapidly since 2004 [22]. The communication between 

application-to-application increased the interoperability and expands the use of web services. 

Web service provides standard means of communication between the application to promote 

the reuse, extensibility, and interoperability among the applications, which makes it more 
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prevalent [22]. The main goal of web service is to make reuse of software components and 

business application via a standardized interface [23].  

 

Web services are a vital part of today’s information technology. It is used from mobile 

devices to cloud computing to connect distributed applications and helping the global 

industry to create value out of it [2]. The modern business application is all about stringing 

all multiple software components and services by creating web services. Therefore, 

understanding the web service and utilizing it are vital for any business industry to compete 

in the market.  

 
The below section provides an overview of the web service architecture, development 

lifecycle and implementation approach.  

 
2.1.2 Web services architecture 
 
In 2004 W3C working group purposed the reference architecture to fulfil the needs of the 

enterprise that uses web services [22]. The primary purpose of Web Services Architecture 

(WSA) is to provide a standard definition of Web services and guide the community to 

understand web service [21]. It provides the conceptual model and relation between the 

components to ensure interoperability between web services.  

 

The main goals for the web services architecture (WSA) [22] demonstrated in the below 

table 3.  

 

Table 3. Web services architecture goals and its purpose [22]  

Goals  Purpose 

Interoperability Should enable interoperable web services. 

Reliability Must reliable and stable over time. 

Integration with the World Wide Web 

(WWW) 

It should be consistent with WWW. 

Security Must provide a secure environment.  

Scalability and Extensibility Must enable implementation that is scalable 

and extensible. 
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Team Goals Will meet the needs of the user community 

Management and Provisioning Must provide for a manageable and 

accountable environment 

 

Figure 2 illustrates web service architecture. It is composed upon the integrations between 

three roles: Service requester, Service provider and Service registry [24]. The essential 

building block of web service is the interaction between Service provider and Service 

requester [20] [24]. The web service implemented in a service provider. The service provider 

is the principal owner of the web service and hosts network-accessible services also called 

software modules [24]. The service requester is the client who requests the service provider 

to certain accomplished functions by binding using service description. Service description 

contains detailed interface and implementation of services such as data types, operations, 

binding information, and network location. The client of the service requester can be human-

controlled browser, program or even can be another web service [24]. Similarly, Service 

registry is a storage place of service description. It contains a service description published 

by a service provider. The primary role of the service registry is to provide a searchable 

registry of service description. It plays an optional role in the WSA because service requester 

can obtain a service description through other sources. [ 24]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Web service architecture [20] [24] 
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WSA has three operations: Publish, Find and Bind. The publish operation release the service 

description in the service registry. The service requester uses the find operation to retrieves 

a service description and eventually bind the required information and invoke service 

provider by using bind operation. [24].  

 
2.1.3 Development life cycle & Technology  
 
Kreger [24] purposed four phases for the development lifecycle of web service. The 

development lifecycle of web service includes design, deployment, and runtime for each of 

the roles service provider, service requester and service registry [24]. Each role has its own 

requirement throughout the development life cycle. Figure 3 describes the four phases of the 

development lifecycle of web service.  

 

 

Figure 3. Development lifecycle phases of web service [24] 

 

In the life cycle, build is the initial phase where web service and service description artifacts 

are built. Service is a software module, and service description contains details of service 

interface and implementation [24]. Service interface description has all the details of the 

service functionality and the means to access it [25]. Similarly, the service implementation 

description defines the specific service interface by hiding all the implementation details 

Build

Deploy

Run

Manage
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[25]. The build phase steps are various based on the organization needs. However, there is a 

typical multi-step process like software development lifecycle such as planning, analyzing, 

designing, implementing, and testing. It is the overall process of designing and developing 

web service [25].  

 

In the second phase, deploy refers to the execution of the implemented web service to the 

service requester. The web service interface description and implementation description are 

published either to service requester or to the service registry. The service provider deploys 

the executable web service into the execution environment and makes it available for the 

service requester.  

 

Third, run phase mainly emphasizes on the availability of the web service to the service 

requester. In this phase, the web service is fully deployed and running on the execution 

environment, such as a web application server. The service provider makes web service 

network-accessible and operational [24]. Similarly, the service requestor can perform the 

find and bind operations to invoke the web service.  

 

Last, the manage phase covers all the ongoing management and administration of the 

running web service [24]. The primary purpose here is to address the quality attributes of 

web service such as security, availability, performance and so on [24].  

 

Web service technology is a collection of several technologies. These technologies are open 

and accepted standards which bring the key strength for developing web service 

infrastructure [25]. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Services Description 

Language (WSDL) and The Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) are 

the primary core web services technology standards [25]. SOAP is a simple XML based 

messaging protocol used to exchange information between service instances described by 

WSDL interface by using common internet transport protocol like Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP). Similarly, WSDL used to define service description and UDDI used for 

the publication of web services [25]. All these helps to standardize the high-level overview 

of the development of web service. It enables the application to communicate, reuse, 

development, and integration of independent web services [25]. 
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2.1.4 SOAP services 
 
There was a limitation in a distributed communication protocol that required the same 

distributed object model, and a common way of deployment of libraries developed [25]. To 

address these limitations SOAP is developed. It helps the heterogeneous application to 

communicate with each other regardless of their operating systems and programming 

environment and helps to diffuse the barriers that separate them [25]. SOAP’s simplicity, 

platform neutrality and XML based messaging make SOAP successful web protocol [25].  

 

SOAP is a standard messaging protocol used by web service to construct and understand the 

messages they exchange [2] [25]. It uses the XML as an encoding schema for the request 

and response [25]. HTTP is a standard protocol used as a means for transport [2].  

 

 

Figure 4. SOAP message block [2] 

 
Figure 4 represents the layout of the SOAP message format. SOAP Envelope, SOAP Header 

and SOAP Body key section of the SOAP message block. SOAP envelope represents the 

start of SOAP message. The main payload of the request goes to SOAP body section. SOAP 

processing instructions detail such as security policies, transaction protocol goes into the 

header [2]. The client application of web service application constructs SOAP message and 
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request through a wide range of network protocol such as via HTTP or Simple Mail Transfer 

Protocol (SMTP). In the service provider receiver, receive the message and dispatch it to the 

intended service provider. The service provider responded to the request and constructed 

again as SOAP message response and transmitted over the same network protocol to the 

client.  

 

There are two types of communication styles of SOAP: remote procedure calls (RPC) and 

Document [2]. The RPC communication style is synchronous, where the client sends a 

request and waits for the response. Document communication style is asynchronous. It also 

called the message-driven communication model or message-oriented style. It promotes the 

loose coupling and processes the message itself [2]. 

 
2.1.5 RESTFUL Services 
 
The alternative of SOAP services and implementation method of Web service is RESTFUL 

services [2]. It has become one of the most popular and widely used to build web-based 

distributed system, integrating services and application [2] [26]. The main success behind 

the REST services: business process integration with cost-effectiveness and efficient 

alternatives [27]. Google, Yahoo, and Amazon are prominent internet companies who have 

been using REST services because of its better scalability, loose coupling, and performance 

[27].  

      

Representational State Transfer (REST) first introduced in 2000 by Roy T. Fielding in his 

PhD dissertation Architectural Styles and Design of Network-Based Software Architectures 

[28]. Rest is not any protocol or not an implementation specification [2] it is an architectural 

style of the networked system [28] [29]. It is a hybrid style derived from several network-

based architectural styles [28]. Its main aims at producing scalable and extensible web 

service by using the same technologies and protocols of the World Wide Web (WWW) [29] 

[30]. The main objectives behind the rest web service are to expose the resources on a 

networked system [29]. Also, it provides web service with simple development, high 

performance, and lightweight quality [27].  

 

Roy T. Fielding has described six architectural constraints that derived hybrid REST-style 

[28], it promotes the various quality attributes, as shown in Table 4.   
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Table 4. REST Architectural constraints [28] 

Architectural 

constraints 

Summary & Quality attributes 

Client-Server Separation of user interface from data storage. Improved portability 

of the user interface and scalability by simplifying the server 

component. 

Stateless Not any stored context on the server. Request from client to server 

must contain all information to understand and process it. Visibility: 

easy to monitor the single request, Reliability: Ease for recovering 

if any request fails, and Scalability: server component-free 

resources no store state, improved. 

Cache Response data implicitly or explicitly labelled as cacheable or non-

cacheable. Improve network efficiency to improve performance.  

Uniform Interface Emphasis on a uniform interface between the component which 

simplified and the visibility of interactions. Additional four 

interface constraints: 

- Identification of resources 

- Representation (manipulation of resources)  

- Self-descriptive message  

- Hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEOAS) 

Layered System Compose of hierarchical layers. Component cannot see beyond the 

interacting layer. Promote substrate independence, improve 

scalability by enabling load balancing across networks and 

processors.  

Code-on-Demand Client functionality extended due to executable code received from 

the server. It is runtime variability. Promote extensibility by 

allowing features to be downloaded after deployment.  

 

These constraints represent REST and distinguish it from SOAP services [26]. All 

combination of these constraints means what we called REST or REST architectural style. 

It is also a foundation for modern web architecture [28]. The modern web is one instance of 
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the REST style [28] [31]. Web services implemented based on the above architectural 

constrained that called REST services or RESTful services [26]. Web service APIs that 

follow the REST style is known as RESTful APIs [26].  

REST service uses mainly HTTP protocol by using HTTP verb as of the World Wide Web 

to access the resources [27]. HTTP verbs GET, POST, PUT and DELETE are used to transfer 

data between the client and services [12]. These data are the representation of the resource. 

A resource is any information that can be named, for instance, document, image, temporal 

service and so on [28]. All these resources identified using Uniform Resource Identifiers 

(URIs) [2] [27] [28].  

 
 
2.2 Service-Oriented Architecture 
 
2.2.1 Introduction to service-oriented architecture 
 
Service-Oriented Architecture is an architectural style for structuring software applications 

[1]. The primary purpose of structuring these software applications is to reuse the 

functionality provided by other application [12]. Applications are composed of orchestrating 

services. In SOA everything is a service. The service is a fundamental construction unit of 

SOA. Service is a reusable functionality used by various clients for their business purposes 

[8]. It is well-defined self-contained modules which deliver business functionality [32]. The 

main principle behind the SOA is a loose coupling of services which means: less dependency 

between services [32]. A service generally implemented as coarse-grained and interact with 

other applications and services [5] [32] [33]. These services run on different nodes and 

communicate through message passing [1]. The message passing between services often 

called Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and act on infrastructure layers [1]. It mediates service 

interaction by message routing, reliable messaging, and data transformations [1]. ESB details 

discussed in the below section.  

 

SOA is a foundation for internet-scale distributed applications by fixing the interoperability 

problems of the past [12]. All organizations enterprise applications are never designed to 

work together because of their mix of development platforms, programming languages and 

software package. The diversity of enterprise application is not going to diminish in the 

future as well [12]. Diversity demands the critical need of interoperability as well as wide-

area integrated applications for organizations, their business partners and service providers. 
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SOA is a novel step in the development of application integration middleware and ending of 

middleware wars [12]. It attempts to fix the interoperability problems in distributed 

applications. SOA support siloed application to connect each other through standard 

interfaces and messaging protocols [35].  

 

SOA presents an approach for building a distributed application. The main purpose of it is 

to deliver application functionality as a service to the service client or other services. 

According to [33], the architecture element of SOA categorized into two aspects as 

functional and quality of service. The details of both aspects illustrated in table 5 and 6. The 

SOA service is collaborations to find, bind, and invoke paradigms as presented in above 

section 2.1.2 web service architecture and describes the entities and details of a collaboration 

operation.  

 

Table 5. Functional aspects of SOA elements [33] 

Functional aspects Purpose 

Transport A mechanism to move service request form service 

consumer to service provider and respond to the 

service consumer.  

Service Communication Protocol Agreed mechanism use to communicate between 

service consumer and service provider. 

Service Description Agreed service schema with details information 

about invocation and operations.  

Service Business functionality available for use. 

Business Process  Collection of services created based on business 

needs.  

Service Registry Repository of service and data description used by 

the service provider to publish services. And service 

consumer to find available services.  
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Table 6. Quality aspects of SOA elements 

Quality aspects Purpose 

Policy Condition and rules set by the service provider to 

consume services for service consumers.  

Security Set of rules implemented in services to control 

service consumer innovation such as identification, 

authorization, and access control.  

Transaction Set of attributes applied to a group of combined 

services to deliver the consistent result. Services 

used to complete business function as all success or 

all failed.  

Management Set of attributes applied to manage the services 

 

 
2.2.2 SOA characteristic 
 
According to [12] [33] [34] [35] [36] SOA characteristic.  
 
Table 7. SOA characteristic 

Characteristic Purpose 

Function as Service Service developed as pure business functions.  

Service Autonomy Service implementation and execution encapsulated behind the 

service interface. Deployed and managed entirely. Service 

owner change service definition, implementation and so on.  

Loosely coupled service Separation of service based on their business function. Service 

does not require any implementation knowledge and internal 

structure of service. No dependencies.  

Location independence Service interfaces are invokable, either locally or remotely.  It 

provides a set of operations mechanisms to communicate with 

other service clients for invocation. Reachable through network 

and internet.  
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2.2.3 SOA implementation approaches 
 

Web service is one of the most suited technology for implementing SOA [33] [34]. The main 

reason behind using web service is that it provides a distributed computing approach for 

integrating heterogeneous applications [33]. Web service uses open technologies such as 

XML, SOAP, UDDI and WSDL [33]. These open standards provide broad interoperability 

between the service provider vendors and reduce the complexity of enterprise application 

integration [34]. Implementation of web service is entirely independent of any programming 

language, operating system and hardware which promote loose coupling between the service 

provider and consumer. The service provider of a business vendor can implement their 

services without knowing any details of the service consumer and vice versa. Hence, the 

integrating of the services just-in-time allow a business to expand their relation and 

partnership quickly. More information on web services architecture, development life cycle 

and technologies used in web services mentioned in the above section 2.1.  

 

Enterprise Service Bus model is another significant step in the evolution of SOA. Web 

services widely used in enterprise application development and integration. In small scale 

services are connected through a point-to-point connection which is kind of ok. However, in 

the enterprise-scale architecture, this arises challenges in flexibility and maintainability 

issues. Using point-to-point connection demands modification of service consumer if the 

service provider interface changes. These will lead enterprise architecture to be fragile and 

inflexible because of spaghetti connection of service consumers and service providers. To 

address these issues, ESB evolves. [33] ESB used as an integration platform to utilize web 

services standards to support communication patterns, transport protocols and value-added 

capabilities for SOA applications [34]. In other hands, it also used as a standard-based 

message bus designed to enable distributed SOA implementation, deployment and 

management [34].  

 

ESB is not a product that added in the SOA. it is an architecture best practice for 

implementing SOA. [33] Also called the backbone of SOA [8] [34]. It helps SOA service 

integration and reduces the complexity, cost, and risk of integration [34]. As shown in Figure 

5, it acts as a transform messing bus between service consumers and providers. Routes 
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request to correct service provider and convert transport protocol between the consumer and 

provider [33].  

 

 
 
Figure 5. Enterprise Service Bus Architecture [33] 

 
ESB provides virtualization of the resources. Resources modelled as service which offers 

business functionality. ESB enhance an organization service infrastructure, network, and 

provision of business functionality independently. [33]  

 

2.2.4 SOA benefits and limitations 
 
SOA offers significant benefits as well as limitations to the enterprise organizations.  
 
SOA benefits [7] [11] [33] [34] [35] [37]:  
 

• It provides reusability of their existing assets service. Organization can benefit by 

using their existing resources without building from scratch.  

• It helps organization for easier integration and allows them to manage complexity by 

encapsulating implementation details and providing service specification. 

• Agile to respond to business demands. The ability to compose new service based on 

existing ones helps organization to respond quickly as business needs. It reduces the 

development of services from scratch and enables time and cost-saving.  

• Loosely coupled service with specific business function helps organization less 

duplication of their resources, manageable, changed and combined for reuses. 

Ultimately lower costs.  

• SOA help for organization for centralized governance and business process.  
 

 
SOA limitations [5] [8] [9] [37] [38]. 
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• SOA is complex to implement due to undeveloped standards and inadequate 

information.  

• SOA integration helps for business process, but at the same time, it binds all services 

operation and data types in a single context leading into single monolithic 

deployment. For example, service interface modification required to update in 

integration level and user interface. 

• Hard to add a new application. It required additional deployment.  

• Integration mechanism hard to scale up. Complicated to identify is it the actual 

service or integration or database.  

• Centralized governance can lead to conservatism and hindrance to evolve new 

service. 

• Versioning demands more monitoring and maintenance.  

• It is hard to determine the reliability of each service point because of SOA services 

connected with multi-point services, which create multi-points of failure. 

• Processing overhead and latency due to messaging overhead. XML messaging 

format is not efficient enough. It consumes network bandwidth and more time to 

encode and decode. Also, some time lead to connection throttling due to a high 

number of messages processing.  

• Concurrency issues. 

• Optimization of the SOA is costly; it requires extra development, design, and 

infrastructure.  

 
 
2.3 Microservices Architecture 
 
2.3.1 Introduction to microservices architecture 
 

In 2014 James Lewis and Martin Fowler purposed concept of Microservices architecture. 

According to them [39] MSA “is an approach to developing a single application as a suite 

of small services, each running in its own process and communicating with lightweight 

mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API. These services are built around business 

capabilities and independently deployable by fully automated deployment machinery.”  
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Microservices architecture emerged to overcome the drawbacks of SOA architecture as well 

as Monolithic architecture [5]. It is a new architectural approach [39] of software architecture 

styles and mostly adopted in the market [5]. Amazon, Netflix, and The Guardian are the 

major companies for successful implementation of MSA [13]. The ongoing trends of other 

emerged concept, and design principles such as Domain-driven design, virtualization of 

services, infrastructure automation, autonomous and systems at scale are enhancing 

microservices approach [38]. The central concept behind microservices is about developing 

a single application with small services and well-defined business scope [5] [39]. It is 

independent, running in their own process, developed, deployed, and administrated 

independently [5] [38]. Microservices communicated via light-weight mechanisms, often an 

HTTP resource API [4] [39]. It is driven by a share-nothing philosophy which promotes 

isolation and autonomy of services [14]. MSA focuses on service choreography [14]. MSA 

manage the complexity of large systems into a small set of independent services [4]. It 

emphasizes loose coupling and high cohesion of services [4] [38].  

 

 

Figure 6. Microservice Architecture [5] 
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Figure 6 represents microservice architecture. The architecture here outlines the main four 

layers as Consumers, API management, Microservices and Database. The consumer's layers 

represent the consumers of the service, and they can request from any devices such as 

mobile, desktop, web portal and so on. API management layers expose the service 

functionalities as centralized managed APIs. Microservices layers have all the small 

autonomous microservice which serve a well-defined business function and connected to 

their own database. The characteristics of microservice are discussed more details in the 

below section to understand more about it.  

 

2.3.2 Characteristics of microservices 
 
Microservices architecture characteristics based on the various resources [3] [5] [38] [39]. 

Each of the elements explained broadly to understand microservices architecture.  

 
2.3.1.1 Business Capability Oriented 
 

One of the key characteristics of microservices architecture is that the service has to be 

designed and implemented based on the business scope and functionality [5] [39]. The 

service needs to serve a specific business purpose, and it should have a well set of 

responsibilities [5]. Service should do only one thing and doing it well [3][5]. It should have 

all the implementation stack, including user-interface, server-side, storage, and any 

collaborations required for business functionality [39]. The teams should act as cross-

functional and should have a range of skills to develop the service, including project 

management [39].  

 
2.3.1.2 Autonomous 
 
Autonomous services are a key driving force to realize microservice architecture. All the 

services are developed, deployed, and scaled as independent entities [5] [38]. Services never 

share the same run time [5] and isolated [38] with each other. These services are loosely 

coupled and communicate through messaging via inter-service communication [39] such as 

managed APIs via an API gateway [3][5]. The independent development and deployment 

ensure scalability of services independently. The autonomous services bring resiliency of 

the entire system for any failure of isolated services [5]. 
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2.3.1.3 Smart endpoints and dumb pipes 
 
Microservice architecture introduces a new way of service integration: Smart endpoints and 

dumb pipes replacing ESB. In SOA architecture, ESB used for communication mechanism. 

It does facilitate service integration by message routing, choreography, transformation and 

applying business rules on it [39]. However, it is quite the opposite in MSA. All the business 

logic or rules resides on each microservice level rather than integration communication 

mechanism [5]. Each service has its own domain logic which responds accordingly based on 

the request [39]. These are choreographed using REST protocols and communicated through 

a messaging system: dumb pipes [5] [39].  

 

2.3.1.4 Decentralized Governance 

“Not every problem is a nail and not every solution a hammer” [39] well suits in microservice 

decentralized governance. Shift into microservice architecture discarded governance 

concepts of SOA to decentralized governance. It emphasized team to govern their own 

service domain from every aspect of service development, deployment, and execution. For 

instance, services of microservice architecture should not be restricted to a single technology 

or single technology platform. The service owner should have the freedom to choose the 

right tool for the job rather than standardize on a single technology stack. The governance 

can be categories in two aspects: design-time governance (selecting technologies) and 

runtime governance (service definitions, service registry, version, runtime dependencies, 

service observability and so on) [5]. The run time governance usually has done as a 

centralized component which is quite crucial in the microservice architecture. For instance, 

an API manager/gateway is required centralized control for services. [5] [38] [39] 

 

2.3.1.5 Decentralized Data Management 
 
The independent services of microservice architecture do not fit with a centralized database. 

Having a centralized database for microservices will create dependent service and service 

itself will be no longer independent. Breaking of single dependent service will break several 

other services; for this reason, the microservice must have its own database. Microservice 

database must have its own private database to persist data that required to fulfil the business 

functionality. The service must have access to their own database no other microservices 

database. However, in case of any update to another microservice database, it must be done 
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through service API only. This approach gives microservices decoupled microservices and 

liberty to choose the right database techniques or tools. [5] [39] 

 

2.3.1.6 Design for Failure Tolerance 
 
Microservices can fail at any time due to its proliferation of the services and their inter-

service network communication [5]. However, there is no shutdown for the whole system 

but could impact business functionalities directly. There could be various reasons behind the 

failure of services from design to deployment phases as well as usage of services. It is always 

crucial to overcome the inability of the microservices. Designing microservices requires the 

adaption of failure tolerance for the life cycle of services. It is essential to mimic all possible 

shortcomings as part of service development and testing. 

 
2.3.1.7 Observability 

 
Observing the behaviour of microservices can help to failure tolerance, identify, and debug 

potential issues of services [5]. It also helps to detect or predict in advance to overcome any 

impending failure of microservices. It is always good practice and recommendation to have 

observability infrastructure for monitoring, tracing, logging, visualization and so on in place. 

Due to the proliferation of fine-grained microservices, it is crucial to observe the service run 

time behaviour and dependencies. Observability viewed as part of runtime governance [5], 

and it is crucial to observe it.  

 
2.3.1.8 Automation 
 
Microservices add loads of complexity of building, deploying and operating [5]. Adopting a 

culture of automation of doing things in microservice address those complexities [5]. 

Microservices lifecycle should fully be automated from design to all the way deployment 

[3]. Automation increases productivity and reduces the manual workload of the services 

[38]. Many of the microservices built using a Continuous Integration and Continuous 

Delivery (CI/CD) approach [39]. Adopting it makes extensive use of automation techniques 

[39]. For instance, automatic CI/CD pipeline such as compiling code, running test (unit, 

integration, acceptance), deploying to the required environment enhance automation of 

microservices. 
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2.3.3 Microservice benefits and limitations 
 
Benefits of microservices architecture [3] [5] [38] [39]. 
 

• Agile way of business development. Autonomous microservice enhance the rapid 

development of business functionalities. Team can focus on interface and 

functionality of the service to create new service, change, update or even replace.  

• Easy to replace any microservices due to its autonomous characteristic. 

• Modern way of deploying using container-based or serverless computing enhance 

agile deployment and scalability of microservices.   

• Business capability-oriented characteristic of microservices helps team and 

organization structure to align with it.  

• Technology heterogeneity. Allow picking the right technology for each job. 

• Resilience. 

• Composability. Microservices functionality can be composed in different ways.  

• Evolve innovation due to the autonomy of the team. 

 

Here are all the limitations [3] [5] [38] [39].  

• Inter-service communication complexity to deliver business functionality. 

• Shared library or code reused can cause tight coupling. Small changes in one service 

can cause unnecessary changes to others.  

• Organizations structure should align with microservice architecture. 

• Required adoption of automation to reduce time and workload. 

• Splitting of services required more resources and cost. 

• The choreographed approach of microservice needs proper governance and extra 

work to monitor the process of services. 

• Operation complexity due to lots of services 

• Distributed system issues with performance (latency to connect remote service), 

reliability (fail at any time), mitigation to use asynchronous calls (add 

implementation complexity).  

• Eventual consistency issues because of decentralized data management. 
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2.3.4 Adopting microservices architecture 
 

Microservices architecture is not a silver bullet solution for all the problems of an 

organization. Every organization is different own their own from a different perspective such 

as organization structure, their working culture, technologies they have been using, 

employee background and so on. The decision to adopt microservice need a well 

understanding of the characteristics of microservices architecture. Similarly, considering its 

benefits and limitations will helps organization to decide.  

 

There are mainly two design approaches that need to considered while designing 

microservice: inner and outer architecture design. The internal design represents 

microservice itself and outer design how it communicates with other microservices or legacy 

applications or third-party APIs. These both designs need to be simple and easy to evolve 

with core key principles time to production, scalability, complexity localization and 

resiliency. [5]  

 

Along with it, Identifying the right level of granularity for each microservice is quite crucial. 

Understanding domain driven design helps to identify the service granularity. It helps to 

model complex business logic and scope out business functionalities. [5] A good 

microservice design is scope out one microservice to a single bounded context and represents 

the business logic (encapsulating business logic) with a well-defined interface. The 

microservices should cleanly align to bounded contexts. It is the heart of microservice 

design. It helps microservices loosely coupled and strongly cohesive. However, if there are 

many bounded contexts, it is hard to know how they are connected and any changes in 

another bounded context. To overcome this problem context map helps to visualize the 

relationships between bounded contexts and trach changes. Similarly, there are few patterns 

such as an anti-corruption layer, shared kernel, conformist and so on can be applied to 

facilitate communication between multiple bounded contexts. [5] 

 

Similarly, microservices inter-service communication is one of the critical challenges. The 

service developer needs to address the complexities of inter-service communication to 

deliver the right business functionality. Building smart endpoints and dumb pipes are 

essential to address those complexities along with Service Mesh pattern. In microservice, all 
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the functionalities implemented, including business logic as well as network communication 

logic. The main problem here is service developer need to implement all the service-to-

service communication functionalities for each microservice. Besides this, if the 

microservice implemented in different language service developer need to duplicate the 

same effort across various languages. To overcome this problem, new approach Service 

Mesh pattern need to be adopted. It is inter-service communication infrastructure where 

microservices will not directly communicate with each other, and it provides network 

communication along with inbuild network functions such as resiliency, service discovery 

and so on. [5] 

 

Following the best practices, design principles and guidelines always enhance the 

microservice development. Twelve-Factor App, Single Responsibility Principle (SRP), 

Domain-Driven design, Conway’s law and so on are an excellent example of business 

capability oriented of microservice. Similarly, there are many other principles and practices 

in microservice architecture paradigm which help organization to achieve their goal of 

adoption and migration of their services. [5] [38] 

 

2.4 Cloud computing 
 
2.4.1 Introduction to cloud computing 
 
Cloud computing has changed how the Information Technology (IT) industry allocates, 

provisions, set up and monitor their servers in the past. Caring and investing in all these were 

extra workload with additional time and budget. Sometimes there were issues with over-

provisioning and under-provisioning of the computing resources. Similarly, if something 

happened or needs to update or change in servers, it would require hours, days and even 

week to fix it. Consequences of these directly impacting business value, revenue and service 

consumer [40]. Cloud computing emerged to provide computational resources over the 

network. It reduces the considerable capital to purchase hardware, human expense to operate 

it and minimal human effort to manage it [40]. Cloud computing widely adopted in the IT 

industry to deploy and provision their application with necessary compute, storage, network 

and so on [41]. IT industry can create business value and increase their revenue by adopting 

cloud-based services and cloud infrastructure [40] [41].  
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According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology [42] definition of cloud 

computing. 

 “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 

access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 

minimal management effort or service provider interaction.“ 

 

2.4.2 Characteristics of cloud computing 
 

Cloud computing essential characteristics [42]. 

• On-demand self-service: Provision computing resources automatically as needed 

without requiring human interaction.  

• Broad network access: Cloud resources are available over the network through 

standard mechanisms.  

• Resource pooling: Computing resources served using a multi-tenant model 

• Rapid elasticity: Resources provisioned on-demand as needed.  

• Measured service: Resource usage monitored, measured, and billed as a pay-per-use 

model.  

 

2.4.3 Cloud computing service model  
 

Cloud computing introduce managed virtual environment concept to host organization 

software application. It offers a level of a platform to choose based on the organization needs 

and level of responsibility for maintaining it [3]. The cloud platform provides computing 

infrastructure, compute, storage, network and so on around the globe based on the demand 

over the internet [42]. There are mainly four levels of platforms [43]: Infrastructure as 

Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS) and Function as 

a Service (FaaS). 
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Figure 7. Cloud computing service models based on responsible for maintaining [43] 

 
Cloud hosting models are based on the responsibility for maintaining the platform stacks, as 

shown in figure 7. In IaaS, cloud provider offers computing infrastructure, virtual machine 

(VM), storage and network on demand [3] [43]. All these offers maintained by the service 

provider and all the layers above VM level, including operating system configuration and 

patching responsible for users of this model [3]. A user of the PaaS model can focus only 

their application capabilities and deployment [3]. Rest of the stacks maintain by the service 

provider: computing platforms such as operating system, programming language execution 

environment, database and web servers [43]. Similarly, SaaS user can use software service 

without managing the underlying infrastructure. Service provider managed entire stack [3]. 

FaaS provide running back-end code without worrying developing and deploying servers 

[43].  
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2.4.4 Adoption of cloud computing for microservice architecture 
 
Adopting cloud computing enhances microservices. It provides 24x7 available of the service 

and facilities to deploy, update and scale independently without any downtime [41]. It is 

recommended architecture pattern to build a solution in the cloud because of the underlying 

architecture of the cloud platform itself is in microservice architecture [3]. Using 

microservice architecture pattern gives full advantage of using underlying cloud platform 

services [3]. Similarly, microservices enhance the utilization of underlying computing 

infrastructure via new design and deployment approaches like containers or serverless [41]. 

Figure 8 represents the trend of cloud utilization for computing infrastructure. 

 

 

Figure 8. Utilization trend of computing infrastructure [41] 

 

Microservice architecture split of the services into independently deployable units. These 

autonomous microservices should scale up and down as demand of the requester. Thus, the 

elasticity capabilities of microservice architecture deployment are more focus compared to 

other architecture patterns such as Monolithic Architecture and SOA [41]. Deployment 

service of MSA is as standardized as self-contained deployment units also called container 

[41]. Container is lightweight to deploy microservices because it uses operating system 

virtualization instead of the machine virtualizing [41]. Container is easy to scale, faster and 

less resource consuming compared to the virtual machine [41]. However, it is not a silver 

bullet solution of IT industry anymore to adopt container-based solution.  

 

Microservices is build based on the service concept, which means every service should have 

at least one container running all the time. Container-based solution for microservice can be 

expensive if the service does not need to run all the time. To overcome this problem, a new 

approach serverless, also called FaaS cloud platform emerged. The scale to zero behavior of 

the serverless platform makes it unique to compare to container-based solution.  Serverless 

enhances the utilization of container platform by time-sharing of the container [41]. Hence, 

the serverless computing approach could be beneficial to adopt for MSA [41] by considering 
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its limitation. More details of the serverless approach, its benefits and limitations are 

discussed in the below section.  

 

2.4.5 Serverless computing 
 
Serverless computing term becomes popular since AWS release AWS Lambda in 2014 [44]. 

Similarly, other prominent vendors Google, Microsoft, and IBM, followed in 2016 with 

Google Cloud Functions, Microsoft Azure Functions and IBM OpenWhisk respectively 

[45]. It is an emerging paradigm for the deployment of services in the serverless platform. 

The recent shift of enterprise application architecture to containers and microservices [45] 

enhance the adoption of serverless computing. Figure 9 shows the term “serverless” 

popularity in last five year reported by Google Trends. It is clear evidence that the 

applications and software services are shifting towards serverless computing.  

 

Figure 9. Worldwide popularity term “Serverless” reported by google trends. 

  

The concept of serverless computing refers to running application without server 

management [46]. Application is bundled as one or more functions and deployed to the 

serverless platform. The consumer is charged in response to the usage of the execution of 

the application in the platform. The consumer of the serverless computing does not need to 

spend time and resources on server provisioning, maintenance, scaling and update. The 

serverless platform handles all these tasks, and it is highly abstracted to the consumer. The 

service provider managed all the tasks of the serverless platform. As a result, IT industry can 

focus on creating their application business logic rather than worrying any underlying 

infrastructure, maintenance, update and so on. [43] [46] [47] 
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Figure 10. Serverless computing architecture [41] 

 
Serverless computing is event-driven computation architecture pattern [43]. It emphasizes 

on request and response based on the events. It ensures function executes only when it is 

triggered. Function is event consumer and developer of the function need to know the types 

of events to execute the functions [43]. Figure 10 represents the architecture of serverless. 

The function is set to trigger and executes when the request received to the event source. The 

event source determines which functions to dispatch the event and send the event to function. 

The function will execute, respond to the client. After finishing the executing function will 

be idle [48].  

 

 

Figure 11. Traditional server-side software deployment to FaaS platform. [48] 
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Serverless is described as Function as a Service (FaaS) [43]. It is a cloud computing model, 

as shown in figure 11. The traditional server-side software deployment required host instance 

and application process to host the application. However, in the FaaS, it is removed from the 

model and abstracted to the consumer [48]. The developer runs and manages code with 

functions in stateless compute containers that are event-triggered. The ephemeral containers 

are created and fully managed by a third party or service provider [43] [47]. The main idea 

behind the ephemeral containers is that it will only last for one invocation [47]. According 

to [43], FaaS is “Custom event-driven code is created by the developer and run on stateless, 

ephemeral containers created and maintained by a third party.” It is a back-end platform 

where the consumer can upload their back-end code as function without the task of 

developing and deploying servers.  

 
2.4.6 Serverless computing benefits and limitations 
 
Adopting serverless computing has following benefits [43] [[45] [47] [48].  
 

• No additional extra cost to maintain servers. Reduced labour cost. 

• No responsibility for managing different technologies of the serverless platform. 

Reduced the risk of failure and downtime of the application.  

• No need to plan, allocate or provision resources. Serverless service provider provides 

the resources necessary at any point in time. It reduces the resource cost.  

• Scaling happens automatically without any developer effort. Increased flexibility of 

scaling.  

• Remove the complexity of building, deploying, operating, and scaling the 

application. Rapid development and deployment of service. Serverless enhance the 

shorter time to release production-ready service with simple functions and events. 

And the service will be highly available and scalable with fast deploy.  

• It is ease of use. Less learning curve to learn to program in a serverless platform. 

 
Serverless computing is not one only solution based on its benefits. However, it has some 

implicit tradeoffs too as mentioned from resources [43] [45] [47] [48].  

 
• Integration or end-to-end testing is more difficult in serverless. The infrastructure of 

serverless is abstracted which brings difficulty to connect application component 
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realistically, incorporating production like error handling, logging, performance, and 

scaling characteristic. And, the connection of distributed functions is challenging. 

• Consumer of serverless loss the control of the platform such as configuration, 

performance, issue resolution and security due to abstraction and full control of it by 

the service provider.  

• There are not enough tools and patterns to choose for the serverless platform. Tooling 

limitation for deployment, execution, debugging, monitoring & logging, remote 

testing. 

• Risk of vendor lock-in. Committing to using vendor-specific services.   

• Immaturity of services. Some services do not support certain features.  

• It is too constraining for some applications. Platform may not support or not available 

latest feature and libraries.  

• Developer must have a good understanding of how the platform behaves and works.  

• Long-running application is not suited. Time out limit.  

• Cold start of the function. It takes a longer time to respond to an event after a period 

of inactivity. Runtime and memory size also have direct effect for cold start. Java has 

much greater cold start latency than Node.js and Python. Higher the memory size, 

longer the start-up. 

• Shared infrastructure provides the same availability and scalability to a competitor if 

they are also hosted in the same host.  
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3 PROJECT: TRANSITION OF WEB SERVICES 
 
This chapter introduces the case used in the project along with problems they are facing and 

high-level requirements. As a result, a new architecture is purposed, and the process of 

transition is demonstrated. This chapter will mainly answer the research question:  

 

RQ2. How does the transition of web services are carried out from SOA to MSA? 

 
3.1 Project introduction 
 
The thesis does not include the organization name and its domain field of services due to 

security and privacy reason. The organization name is replaced with a fake name: Globex 

Corporation to make it more readable.  

 

Transition of web services project is based on the Globex Corporation (GC). It has services 

in service-oriented architecture platform Oracle Service Bus (OSB). GC is facing various 

complications and problems with current solutions to cope with everyday demands of the 

customer and stakeholders. In addition to sustaining in a competitive market by delivering 

fast, reliable, and scalable services. For this reason, GC is looking transition of web services 

from SOA based OSB platform to the modern architecture and host on the AWS platform. 

The author of the thesis is a team member of the case project to deliver the solutions. 

 

GC decides microservices architecture approach. The main reason behind to choose: recent 

trend of MSA adoption, benefits it promises, organization structure changed to business 

capability oriented and other services already hosted in AWS cloud platform.  
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Figure 12. Service-oriented architecture of GC 

 

The overall architecture of the GC is shown in figure 12. The architecture is simplified to 

understand the SOA architectural aspect by hiding all the details. GC is delivering business 

functionality to the end customer, staffs, and their partners over network. All these services 

are hosted in the OSB platform and implemented independently with well-defined interfaces. 

OSB integration platform used to integrate services and expose the composite service 

through service APIs. Axway API gateway is used to expose the managed APIs to the end 

consumers. API layers hide all the internal implementation layers of OSB services. Besides, 

all the security features such as authentication, API key and throttling are implemented in it. 

The database of the services is excluded and out of scope in the project.   
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3.2 Problems  
 
GC is facing various problems with the OSB platform. The architecture level problems are 

described as follows:  

 

• ESB layer delivers composite services which include business logic and share the 

same runtime. It is a monolithic platform to develop and deploy services.  

• Exposing business functionalities using SOAP web services hindering to add any 

new features and update the services. Complexities lie in SOAP communication, web 

service security and WSDL.  

• The current ESB version does not support REST JSON natively.  

• SOAP web services processing overhead.  

• Composite services arise multi-points of failure issues.  

• ESB layer hindering the agile way of developing and deploying services due to 

centralized governance.  

• Licensing of ESB platform is very costly.  

• Expertise to work with ESB and SOAP web services is not widely available.  

• Not able to deliver service feature with CI/CD practices. Required manual 

deployment and it is complex to setup takes hours to days. Also, if the deployment 

has some bug or failed it can affect rest of the services.  

• ESB has inadequate monitoring capabilities for customer’s needs.  

• Performance issues due to monolithic integration services and lacks methods of 

improving it. It uses shared memory, CPU and network resources.  

 

3.3 Requirements overview 
 
GC is looking to adopt modern architecture solutions that are easy to develop, deploy, 

update, and maintain. They need more agility in the new services. Besides, below high-level 

requirements need to be addressed in modern purposed architecture:  

 

• The first target is to transfer web services form OSB platform. 

• Web Service APIs and functionality need to be same.  
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• Current service implementation technologies need to be replaced with modern web 

technologies.  

• Test harness and APIs documentation required.  

• Service should scale in response to the request, available 24/7, resilience and fast.  

• Microservice approach should be adopted. 

 

3.4 Project transition plan  
 
Planning is an essential part of the software development life cycle. Planning gives a full 

picture of how the project will deliver and determine what task need to be done in what 

phase. Initially, project transition plan is created which gives a high-level overview of each 

phase. As shown in figure 13, there are five phases in the project. Each phase has own goal 

to achieve and some sort of tasks to accomplish. In the below sections, more details of each 

phase process and workflow demonstrated. 

 

 

Figure 13. Transition phases 

 
 
3.5 Purposed Architecture design and process 
 

The architecture design process is shown in figure 14. The primary outcome of architecture 

design and process is to address the problems and requirements mentioned in section 3.2 and 

3.3. The architecture design process includes several phases such as identification of service, 
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analyzing its current architecture, purposed new architecture and evaluation of purposed 

architecture.  

 

 

Figure 14. Architecture design process 

 
Initially, OSB platform web services are identified and grouped them as a service group. The 

service group is a collection of the web services of the same domain of APIs. Figure 15 

shows an example of Service A. It has web service one and web service two along with some 

questions that help to understand about web service functionality and its complexities. The 

primary purpose of this approach is to identify the web service APIs, its business functions 

and to know its complexity level based on implementation and dependency. Besides this, it 

helps to estimate the work hours required for the transformation. Also, to ease the team to 

identify which web service needs to be transformed and their dependencies.  

Analyze current 
architecture of  
service group

Purposed new 
architecture 

Evaluation of 
purposed 

architecture 

Identification of 
service group 
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Figure 15. Service group A overview: Identification of service group 

 
Secondly, after identifying the service group, architecture is drawn, as shown in figure 16. 

The primary purpose here is to know all the service components, their relationships, and 

dependencies. It further helps to identify internal and external services in OSB which are 

calling each other and some services were duplicated with slightly modified interface. The 

below architecture diagram is an example of Service group A architecture. As illustrated, 

centralized API gateway to manage all the APIs of the web services is in use. Authentication 

is applied in the API gateway. Only Authorize client gets access to services of the service 

group A. Similarly, all the other web services are hosted in the same OSB platform, and the 

business functionality is created by integrating each other. Also, all the other dependencies, 

such as connection to the legacy systems and third-party services are demonstrated clearly. 

All these helps team to analyze the current service group architecture.  
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Figure 16. Architecture view of service A: Analyzing current architecture 

 
Thirdly, after analyzing the current architecture and understanding the current problems and 

requirement of the case project, new microservice architecture is purposed. Purposed 

architecture is an example of Service A, as shown in figure 17. It demonstrates transformed 

web services, interaction, interface, separation of the business logic and the relationship with 

other systems. It is also the primary goal of the research to create an artifact that addresses 

the problem of the IT industry. The purposed architecture artifact could be used in a similar 

transformation project.  
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Figure 17. Purposed Architecture view of service A: Purposed new architecture 

 

For more details about adopted microservices architecture, service group web services are 

decomposed into two-part: API services and Core services. All the services are hosted 

serverless computing using AWS Lambda. The core services have all the business logic, and 

API services has routing logic to call core services. However, the main purpose of API layers 

services is to expose client-specific APIs to serve different clients. Core service serves the 

primary business function and doing only one thing and doing it well concept applied to it. 

All these core microservices kept into another AWS account to serve the API layers services. 

The main reason behind to sperate these two layers is that, API layers services are client 

specific and have client specific APIs. However, in the core services the functionality should 

exit only once with change tolerant.  

 

AWS IAM authentication is implemented in the AWS API gateway of core account. IAM 

authentication is a high level of security in AWS which allow fine-grained access control. 

The only permitted services can invoke the core services. The main reason to do this is AWS 
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API gateway exposes all the APIs to a public network, and it is a high risk for security 

breach. Similarly, API services are kept in demilitarized zone (DMZ) account. The service 

APIs is exposed to centralized AWS API gateway. All the service authentication and 

throttling applied in the DMZ account API gateway. The centralized managed platform of 

AWS API gateway enhances to maintain, apply security policies and versioning of the APIs 

without any further complexities. Expose APIs of the transformed microservices can access 

by only authorize client based on the authentication involved in it.  

 

All the inter-service communication is done in core layers, and it has required connection to 

the legacy systems as well as other third-party services. The REST architecture style is 

adopted for the migrated web services due to its benefits. As mentioned in section 2.1.5, it 

is alternatives to the SOAP services and foundation for modern web architecture. Besides, 

monitoring of the both API layers and Core layers are done through AWS cloud watch. It 

enhances the observability of the microservices. 

 

Finally, based on the initial requirements of the project, all the quality attributes are 

considered in the architecture design. Evaluation of architecture is done by discussing and 

approving by the client of the case project.  

 

Overall, all the architecture design process is iterative based on the service groups identified. 

The approved architecture design is agreed to process for further implementation. The details 

of the implementation discussed in the below section 3.6. 

 

3.6 Implementation 
 
The transformation of web services to the cloud platform is the primary task of project. In 

this section, only high level required information, its process and practices are demonstrated 

to understand how the transition is carried out.  

 

3.6.1 Implementation planning 
 

Proper implementation planning enhances the utilization of resources, overlapping 

problems, allows focusing on one thing at a time and split tasks correctly in the case project. 

Before practical implementation, proper planning is done, as shown in figure 18. All these 
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phases of the implementation are carried out for each service group. It is an iterative process 

to implement the services until its release in production. The details of each phase are 

demonstrated in below sections respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Implementation plan of web service 

 
3.6.2 Identification of service consumer 
 
Identification of the service consumer is quite crucial to know in the transformation project. 

It helps to track the current consumer and helps to release the services to the right consumer 

later in the project delivery. In the case project, Initially, all the service consumer is identified 

by discussing with the stakeholders and going through the service documentation. However, 

it is not enough to determine the exact service consumer. It required extra steps to validate 

the service consumer. Below list are the steps that are followed to validate the service 

consumer:  

• Examined OSB service dependencies and monitored their usage. 

• Internet Protocol address is verified from the access logs. 

• Credentials are examined. 

• Service consumer is further identified after migrating to new services by monitoring 

the old service usage. 
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3.6.3 Build test harness 
 
Writing central test scenarios are pivotal in this type of transformation project. It helps to 

validate the migrated web services are behaving same way as it was previously. For this 

reason, central test cases of each service group are implemented in an initial step, as shown 

in figure 19. Besides, it helps developers to understand the functionality of the services and 

simplify them in the actual implementation of web services. Later, the same test cases are 

used with migrated new microservices APIs. Successful test result by using both APIs of old 

and new web services means the transformation of the web services is successful.  

 

Figure 19. Centralized integration test cases for both APIs: OSB services and AWS 
Microservices 

 
Robot Framework automation framework is used to build the integration test. Each service 

group test cases are implemented using python programming language. CI and CD pipeline 

is implemented to automate the build, deploy, and run the test cases. More details about the 

CI/CD practices are discussed in the below section 3.6.5. It is cumbersome to run the test 

manually for this reason daily running schedule task is implemented in the code pipeline. 

The output result of the test cases is posted on slack channel. Slack messaging platform is 

integrated with code pipeline to deliver the test result.  

 
3.6.4 Transition of web services  
 
Based on the purposed architecture of the service group. The third phase is to implement the 

services in the AWS platform. Serverless computing platform is adopted. Serverless 

computing enhances the microservices, as mentioned in the 2.4.4 – 2.4.6 section. However, 

it is not only one approach to follow; the service consumer needs to consider its limitation 

as well. For the current project case, it is well fit solutions based on the problems and the 

requirements of the project.  
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 AWS Lambda and AWS API gateway are the main component of the serverless computing 

in the AWS platform. AWS Lambda provides function as a service to run and scale with 

high availability with zero administrations. The web services are implemented in an AWS 

Lambda as purposed in the architecture in above section 3.5. JavaScript and Java 

programming languages are used to implement API and Core services by replacing old 

technologies. Service APIs are published in AWS API gateway with required 

documentation, security, throttling and authentication. All the services are implemented as 

RESTful web services. It is alternative of SOAP web services and fit with modern web 

standard and technologies. All the services are implemented with REST standard HTTP 

methods such as GET, POST, PUT, PATCH and DELETE. REST enables stateless 

communication between the consumers and the services which give high scalability, 

reliability and easy to understand the process of web services.  

 

Serverless Framework is used for creation and deployment of the service infrastructure. The 

main reason to use it: enhance the infrastructure creation, deployment of services is easy and 

fast, open-source platform with loads of plugins available, single configuration files to 

deploy, and less learning curve required. To automate the service deployment CI/CD 

approach is used. More about CI & CI discuss in below section 3.6.5. 

 

The proper API documentation of each service is quite essential to know how the services 

can be invoked and what sort of result does it send to the end consumers. The manual 

approach for creating documentation is not ideal in microservices. To make it more dynamic 

and automation, request and response model of service are created using java class. To 

enhance the field name and its description, Jackson annotation java library is used such as 

@JsonProperty(“Name”) and @JsonPropertyDescription(“Description of the fields”). JSON 

schemas are generated by using the request and response model of the service operations. 

These models are added to the serverless config and deployed into API gateway along with 

all the status code and error message of the service APIs. Later, it is exported from AWS 

API gateway with required PDF format.  

 

Monitoring of the microservices is crucial in the microservice architecture. Monitoring of 

individual web service is done through AWS CloudWatch. AWS CloudWatch integrated 

with AWS Lambda as default. It visualizes with dashboard to identify and observe the 
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services in advance. It collects all the logs of the lambda functions of service. Developer can 

investigate more details with AWS CloudWatch logs. It is always good practice and 

recommendation to have observability infrastructure for monitoring, tracing, logging, 

visualization in place. However decentralized way of monitoring of microservices is not 

ideal solution. It consumes more times to debug the issues. Centralized monitoring of 

microservices is left for future development and removed from the current scope of the 

project.  

 

GitHub version-control system is used to store code and track the changes in the 

development of services. Each service group has its own source code repository. The single 

source code of each service group makes it clear to understand the service functionality, 

running the test and as well as easy for the development and deployment of services. Besides, 

each service group has its own CI/CD pipeline process on it. More details discuss in below 

section. Similarly, keeping source code dependencies up-to-date is quite essential in 

microservices. To overcome this challenge, GitHub App Renovate is integrated with each 

service group repository. It automates to create a pull request for a new dependency update. 

Usually, it enhances the workflow and boosts the development without worrying about the 

dependencies update. 

  

3.6.5 CI and CD deployment  
 
GC is facing complexities to adopt the agile software development approach with the current 

OSB platform web services. To overcome this, they are looking solution where the web 

service features can be built, update and deliver fast in a reliable way. Continuous Integration 

and Continuous Delivery practices adopted for building and delivering the web services to 

address the issues of GC. It is also one of the crucial approaches to adopt and highly 

recommended to automate the microservices, as mentioned in 2.3.1.8.  
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Figure 20. CI and CD deployment workflow 

 
Figure 20 illustrates the workflow adapted for web service development and deployment 

using the CI and CD approach in case project. Developers develop the feature of web 

services with its own feature branch. Until feature is ready, they commit and push their code 

changes. After passing all the unit test, feature branch is ready for review. Developers create 

a pull request to merge their feature branch to the master branch. Team member gets pull 

request notification to review it. Early code review practices used in the case project; it 

enhances quality of the code by commenting for changes. The approved code merged to 

master branch. GitHub is integrated with AWS Code Pipeline, which triggered the pipeline 

when there are changes in master branch. It fetches the latest code from master branch and 
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builds it. Successful build further process to deploy phase. The successful of deploy phase 

deploy the feature service into the development environment. All these processes are 

automated through AWS Code pipeline. It is used to automate the build and deploy web 

services of each service group. It enhances the fast way to integrate the service feature and 

reliable way to deliver it, and no manual work needed from the developer.  

 

Similarly, to enhance the CI and CD process status, slack third-party service is integrated 

into the AWS CodePipeline. The output status of build and deploy stages is delivered to 

slack channel where developer can verify the pipeline process.  

 

The whole process is iterative automated process to integrate the service feature and deliver 

the web services until it is ready for final release. Releasing of the web services to 

preproduction environment and production environment is done through merging master 

branch to pre-prod branch and prod branch. However, to verify the web services before 

releasing to production environment, the new APIs are updated manually in the integration 

test. The integration test verifies the successful implementation of web services by running 

central test cases for both old and new APIs. The successful result of integration test means 

the web service is ready for production release. 

 

Hence, the developer can automate their workflow without interfering other work and 

collaboration. Continuous integration helps to integrity the source code of the web services 

by automating the build process and Continuous delivery release those to the defined 

environment. 

 

 
3.6.6 Releasing of the services 
 
Final step is to release microservices to the end consumer. Even though web service is ready 

from all test aspects: unit test, integration test and acceptance test. It is not an excellent 

approach to redirect all live traffic from the old platform to the new microservices APIs. In 

the case project, canary release approach is adopted. First, service group APIs mapped 

through AWS Route53. Second, release few percent around 5% to 30% of live traffic to the 

new microservices APIs if the transformed microservices is responding to the client without 

any errors and behaves same as the previous service. It means the new microservice is ready 
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to consume 100% live traffic. The canary release approach immunizes the risk and helps us 

quickly to redirect traffic to old platform for any incident. 

 

Overall, the transformation of web services is completed. The same process and iteration 

applied for other service groups in the case project. The released microservice is hand over 

to the team who owns the service and do further improvement and maintenance. However, 

there are few challenges for the transformation which will be discussed in the below section.  

 
3.7 Challenges  
 
Modernization of the SOA services to MSA by adopting serverless computing is not easy 

and straight forward solution for the case project. There are few challenges as well as some 

tradeoffs that are encounter during the practical implementation of the services. Adoption of 

MSA generally benefits and the same time it arises few complexities too.  

 

In the case project, the first challenges for the microservice architecture are that the services 

are decomposed into small services and further separation in API and Core services. 

Maintaining and updating of these services required an additional workload as well as a good 

understanding of the service domain. Besides, the team need to have proficiency knowledge 

of the technologies used in the transitions as well as all other infrastructure used in design, 

development, deployment, and monitoring. Most importantly, to understand the service 

domain, the team needs to know how the service is implemented to identify the service 

dependencies. Similarly, writing the central test cases and implementing the business 

functionality logic required details knowledge of the old services. It needed extra time to 

investigate as well as an expert who knows the old platform services very well.  

 

Second challenge is time out issues with serverless computing in the AWS platform. The 

AWS API Gateway has maximum integration timeout set to 30 seconds. It means the service 

needs to produce a response within 30 seconds. In the case project services are implemented 

to respond as quickly. However, some services are connected with legacy systems and 

services. The communication between legacy services is not fast enough to respond. It 

required an additional workload to fix and need to implement extra logic. For instance, in 

the case project, time out issues are resolved by applying client-side logic to adopt polling 

rather than long waiting. In the services, Hystrix library is used for proper response to the 
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caller and continue the processing in a sub-thread. If there are multiple identical requests and 

the request is already processing HTTP 201 status code is returned until the result is ready.  

 
Limitation regarding the cold start of lambda is third challenge which required additional 

workload to investigate and fix it. In the AWS platform, due to the cold start of the lambda 

execution environment, it degrades the performance of the services. If a lambda required 

access to private network, it required additional 5-10 seconds to initialize. Additionally, 

some of the Java frameworks required long initialization time. However, performance is 

main quality attributes that need to be addressed in the case project. Warming up lambda 

solution is applied. AWS CloudWatch scheduled event is implemented to invoke desired 

number of Lambdas with a specific interval. As a result, desired number of lambda instances 

will be in a warm state to process the request immediately. Also, required memory size is 

used for the run time environment, which enhances the cold start.  

 

Testing microservices in AWS serverless computing is fourth challenge. There are not well-

set tools and deployment infrastructure that can be used to deploy locally and tested. The 

service developer is facing problem by overriding other changes when testing their changes. 

This approach overlaps other developer work as well as need to notify every time if they 

want to do redeploy the service for testing purpose. Also, testing in the actual environment 

cost extra for the client.  

 

Fifth challenge is adopting serverless computing and services of AWS platform. It is a new 

approach to adopt serverless computing in the case project. The team of the project did not 

have previous experience in serverless computing of AWS platform. Similarly, they are 

lacking experiences to use all the AWS services such as: AWS Lambda, AWS API Gateway 

AWS Code Pipeline and so on. Learning and adopting all these are time-consuming. Besides, 

there are not verified best practices to adopt.  Also, not well mature supporting tools and 

library that can be used in the case project. For instance, developer needs to try until they 

know it by doing themselves.  

 

Sixth challenge is communication between core services and legacy systems. In the case 

project, there are several legacy systems which are hosted in the on-premise network. Legacy 

systems have dedicated connection from AWS network. It has limited number of IP 
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addresses available in virtual private network. It is not directly possible to connect all the 

core services. To overcome this challenge, the centralized gateway layer service logic is 

implemented which demands extra workload to create, maintain and required AWS network 

engineer to have a connection for it.  
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4 EVALUATION 
 
In this chapter implemented artifact is evaluated. As suggested in DSR conceptual 

framework [19], the result of artifact solution is compared with the various utility to meet 

the identified business need. The evaluation is based on the problems and main objectives 

of the project. The main purpose of this evaluation is to prove that purposed artifact is 

beneficial and resolves the client SOA problems. This chapter will mainly answer the 

research question: 

 

RQ3. How well does the implemented web services in MSA meet the company expectation? 

4.1 Agility 
 
The agility of services is evaluated based on how the service feature is developed, deployed, 

and maintained to meet the client business demands. The purposed architecture decomposed 

web services into small microservices. All these microservices had single responsibility 

concept and independent compare to previous OSB solution. The smaller code-base of each 

microservice further enhance the team to understand service functionality, easy to make new 

changes and release them in short time period. Also, there is no extra burden to manage the 

underlying infrastructure of the services. This increase the efficiency of service lifecycle 

phases. Besides, the adopted CI and CD deployment workflow automate the process of code 

integration, build the services and release to required environment. Ultimately, the client 

now has more quickness to develop and release the services to compete in the market 

demands as well as to meet their customer expectation with new features and services.   

 

 

 

Figure 21. CI and CD execution history of Service X 
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Figure 22. CI and CD execution summary of Service X 

 
The above figure 21 and 22 illustrate an example of the service X CI and CD execution 

history and details of execution. The delivery of the services now shortens to average four 

minutes. Similarly, all the migrated services to microservices with each service group now 

has similar time consumption. Hence, the goal of faster integration and delivery of the 

services is achieved, which brings more agility in the service life cycle. 

4.2 Reliability and Scalability 
 
The client has second major concern regarding reliability and scalability of the services. The 

uncertainty of the service traffic varies and no accurate prediction to make services available 

to the end client. This dynamic traffic request demanding the client to run maximum servers 

all the time, and it also required manual action for provisioning, maintaining, and 

administering of the services. It is not reliable and there is outage of services in the OSB 

platform. Also, there is direct impact to the client revenue. Now in the current solution, each 

microservices is hosted in serverless computing as an independent service. There is no 

manual action required from the client to scale up and down of the service compute 

resources. Serverless computing components allocate required resources automatically up 

and down based on traffic. Service provider now handles all the operational responsibilities. 

Zero administrations of service infrastructure allow client to focus on the service innovation 
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and fast service delivery in the market based on the demands. Also, it enhances service fault 

tolerance and high availability all the time.  

4.3 Performance 
 
Performance of the new services is third primary concern for the client. The purposed 

microservices architecture main idea is to separate each service which consumes own 

resources in serverless computing such as memory consumption of run time environment 

and network connection. Similarly, all the services are deployed independently with well-

defined REST APIs. However, in the OSB platform, all the services had shared resources 

and used SOAP-based communication. For example, if one of the services consume high 

memory usage, it will directly affect other services but not in the current microservice 

architecture solution. Similarly, XML messaging format is not efficient enough as mentioned 

in section 2.2.4. Additionally, using the XML processing frameworks in Java would cause 

long cold starts.  

 

 

Figure 23. Core account Service X performance using AWS X-ray 
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Figure 24. API account Service X performance using AWS X-ray 

 

 
Figure 25. Lambda average time consumption for all the Core account service functions 
using AWS CloudWatch. 

 

 

Figure 26. Figure 25. Lambda average time consumption for all the API account service 
functions using AWS CloudWatch 

 
Performance evaluation of the services is done based on how long the service takes to 

process the API account and Core account AWS Lambda functions. Figure 23 and 24 

represent the average time consumption of service X. Total average time consumption of 

service X is 239 milliseconds. However, this is not same for all the services for that reason 

average consumption of lambda execution from API account and Core account calculated. 

The average response time for all the services within three hours durations is around 1.4 

seconds, excluding AWS API gateway time consumption. Hence, the transformed services 

in microservice architecture with serverless computing is more responsive compare to old 

OSB platform. There are no data available for OSB platform due to delay of evaluation time 

for that reason it is confirmed with client employee.  

4.4 Cost calculation 
 
Along with agility, scalability and performances of the services, cost-saving is a fourth 

measure concern of the client. To validate is it cost saving to the client. The cost evaluation 

is done by comparing the total cost of the old OSB platform and new Serverless computing 
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per year. To get all the cost below mentioned cost attributes are used. The real cost is 

classified due to the privacy of the client. Only the per cent value of final cost saving is 

demonstrated. Besides, monitoring cost and maintenance cost are excluded from both 

platforms.  

 

OSB costs attributes are:  

• OSB license costs per year = XXX 

• OSB hosting costs per year = XXX 

• Disc and backups per year = XXX 

 

AWS costs attributes are:  

• License costs per year = 0 

• Hosting costs vary based on the request. However, cost of all microservices along 

with its service usage in AWS per year = XXX  

 

In the OSB platform, cost attributes are straight forward. Major attributes of the cost are its 

licensing, hosting of the services and employee cost for doing regular maintenance and 

support work. However, in serverless computing, it is quite different. Cost depends mostly 

on compute usage of serverless components: AWS API Gateway and AWS Lambda. The 

charges are primary calculated based on the number of request calls and the duration of 

executed service functions. Similarly, there are other costs based on service usage such as 

AWS S3 bucket, SQS, REST APIs, API gateway, DynamoDB and so on. All these charges 

are extracted from the API and Core AWS accounts bills.  

 

Based on all the above cost attributes and calculation for both platforms. The client was able 

to save approximately 53% of cost per year for hosting microservices in AWS serverless 

platform. Main cost-saving elements in the current serverless computing is zero cost for 

infrastructure management. There is no licensing required to adopt the serverless compute. 

Additionaly, no need to have extra dedicated employees to maintain and do support work 

like in the OSB platform. The client has adopted DevOps way of working culture which 

brings another major cost saving. However, it is excluded in the cost evaluation. Similarly, 

the client only pays based on the service request. Furthermore, due to smaller codebase of 

service functionality, further development and maintenance time will be reduced 
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for the team, which ultimately reduces the cost for the client. Hence, it is beneficial to the 

client to adopt microservices architecture hosted in serverless computing. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
 

The main aim of the thesis was to accommodate the transition of web services form service-

oriented architecture to microservice architecture using serverless computing. The goal was 

achieved by applying Design Science Research approach. As a result, a new artifact is 

produced, which consists of modern microservice architecture and its transition process 

along with development practices. The literature reviews and the process of research allowed 

the author to answer three research questions related to SOA and MSA characteristics, 

serverless computing approach in cloud platform and practical transition of web services to 

MSA.  

 

MSA become popular architecture to deliver software services with more agility, scalability, 

reusability, maintainability. The adoption of MSA has ensured these quality attributes of 

services to business organization. It helps organization to meet their agile business needs. 

Microservices architecture has more advantages and suits with modern business needs. 

Nevertheless, it is not always a well fitted solution for the business organization. Every 

business organization is unique on their culture, technology, business structure, as well as 

software services they are delivering. Therefore, organization needs to well analyze MSA 

pros and cons as well as its principles before making any decision to adopt it.   

 

The main principle behind MSA is to create small services with a single responsibility and 

doing only one thing. Furthermore, the service independent, automation and decentralized 

governance of the microservices enhance loose coupling and high cohesion, faster release of 

services and easy to change, update, and replace. It is only possible if architectures and 

developers of service ensure MSA principles throughout the service life cycle.  

 

Serverless computing suits well with MSA services. Adoption of serverless computing gives 

more opportunity to focus more on business logic than the underlying infrastructure of MSA. 

Furthermore, challenges of the scalability, high-availability, and fault-tolerant of the 

software services are addressed by serverless computing. Similarly, zero responsibility of 

server provisioning, maintaining, scaling, and updating reduces employee workload for 

managing the infrastructure and allows organization to cost-saving. Pay-as-you-go billing 

model offers some benefits to organization to pay only used cloud services. However, it is 
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not a silver bullet solution to adopt serverless computing. It has some limitations that needs 

to be considered, as described in Chapter 2.  

 

The transition of web services was not an easy lift and shift. It required a deep understanding 

of SOA integration platform and the old web technologies to understand web services 

business logic. The transitioned of web services itself was easy to implement as a separate 

task after decomposing it through service identification. Test automation further automates 

the process of validation of exact functionality of services and ease to developer for further 

release. Modern web technologies and framework used in the transition project were easy to 

adopt and bring efficiency because of widely available open-source libraries. However, there 

are some challenges with cloud platform as well as with an old platform as described in 

chapter 3.6. The output of the research result addresses the challenges of SOA and its ESB 

integration platform. The REST architecture style of web services adopted in migrated web 

services removes the complexities of traditional SOAP. It gives more flexibility in the 

delivering of the well-defined interface with high performance. Furthermore, CI and CD 

practices automate the microservices and shorten the release cycle of services and further 

enhance the code integration and deliver a high quality of code.  

 

The result of purposed artifact and the development practices are evaluated in term of agility, 

reliability, scalability, performance, and cost, as explained in the evaluation chapter 5. As 

such, the output of research confirms the practical transition of web services from SOA to 

MSA with serverless computing is possible, and it is beneficial to organization to adopt it. 

Furthermore, the output artifact as well as the adopted workflow can be used to address 

similar problems of other organization. 
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6 RESEARCH LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

6.1 Research limitation 
 

• In the research, database transition is excluded, and it is out of the scope of the 

research. Transition of web services to microservices also required to have own 

separate database with its own business domain. Otherwise, a shared database may 

lead to a same problem with a monolithic architecture, and it is against the principle 

of MSA.  

• Development of web services in the serverless platform is limited to the AWS service 

provider. The result of the practical transition with purposed architecture, 

implementation and evaluation could be falsifying with other service providers.  

• For the practical implementation of the web services, JavaScript and Java 

programming language were used. As a such, the result of the research with other 

technologies choices would be falsified. 

• Evaluation of services is only based on agility, reliability, scalability, performance, 

and cost. As a such, the evaluation result will be further validated with other quality 

attributes such as security, maintainability, testability and so on.  

• Evaluation of the MSA principles excluded in the project. 

6.2 Future work suggestion 
 
Based on the above limitations in the research, author would like to suggest future work to 

enhance this research. First, database transition of web services from SOA to MSA can be 

proposed. It helps MSA to have its own database. Second, the practical implementation of 

web services with other cloud vendors such as Microsoft and Google in a serverless platform 

can be studied and examined. Third, the evaluation can be further improved with other 

quality attributes and validate the result. Fourth, evaluation with MSA principle would 

further ensure the real adoption of MSA. 
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